By simulations of population growth exposed to environmental noise, we compared realised long-run growth rate of age structured populations of four different life histories, with four approximations. One approximation used a non-structured population model, including specific population growth rates for each time step, determined by actual vital rates, while the other three used age-structured data to estimate a 'mean' growth rate, then applicable for all time steps. In general, approximations were reasonable accurate. Yet some were completely erroneous and inaccurate enough to move stationary populations to become species on the red list as an endangered species according to International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUNC). The inaccuracies depended, in the following decreasing order, on: life history, what part of the demography the noise was acting on, and noise colour. The non-structured growth approximation had smaller errors with red noise while the three age-structured approximations had their largest errors with red noise. Since it is generally understood that the most common noise in nature is red noise, we conclude that the non-structured approximation will be the best predictor of population growth in most cases. We also conclude that evenness in distribution over age classes is a possible predictor for the sensitivity of long-run growth rate to type of approximation and therefore a promising object for further studies. Finally, our results indicate that in general, more focus ought to be on reducing the error in the data collection on population densities, especially for studies over longer time periods, than of collecting age-specific data.
Introduction
Much applied ecological work is concerned with analyses of the status of a population. Will the population decrease or increase in the future? What is the risk of extinction or explosive growth? Population growth rate is then a fundamental basis for estimations (Sibly et al. 2003) . The long-run growth rate, the resulting growth rate during an extended period of time, is a crucial measure of the long-term status of a population (Cohen 1979; Lande et al. 2003; Tuljapurkar and Orzack 1980) . In population viability analyses (PVA), it is a common practice to estimate population growth rates by separating environmental and sampling errors from population count data (Morris et al. 1999 ). Yet, it is a challenging task to estimate long-run growth rate in a stochastic environment since both demographic and environmental variability affect short-term growth rates and age structure. Variability itself can also be complicated due to temporal correlations. In addition, data scarcity is a chronic problem. The most common type of data is often count data because demographic data is more difficult to collect. Demographic data also tend to include fewer years than count data (Morris et al. 1999 ). Thus, if there are useful reliable approximation shortcuts where available data is sufficient, these methods are most welcome. Here, we examine four approximations of long-run growth rate and discuss under which conditions they can be reliable. We compare the values of realised growth rate of explicitly age-structured populations (the true population) from numerical simulations with estimations from four approximations of long-run growth rate: (1) a scalar model using the dominant eigenvalue of the age structured transition matrices as time-specific growth rates, (2) the dominant eigenvalue of the mean transition matrix and finally two approximations with the dominant eigenvalue of the mean matrix yet also adding small noise approximations where (3) one is without and (4) one with correlated noise (Tuljapurkar 1982) . Thus, we test how large discrepancies in the growth rates there will be for the different approximations compared to the simulated true populations.
The first approximation (1) is estimated by consecutive non-structured population growth approximations using the dominant eigenvalue of transition matrices, one matrix for each time step, while the other three approximations (2-4) include age-structured data as 'means' over the time series by using the mean transition matrix. This set of approximations can be used to test whether age structured population growth can be approximated by non-structured estimations, that is approximations (1-4) or if numerical simulations with explicit age-structured populations are crucial. If approximations are applicable, the study also analyses whether one can estimate a 'mean' growth rate applicable on all time steps (approximations 2-4) or if one can find estimates that relate to the environmental conditions (approximation 1), i.e. an estimate for each t. Approximations using mean growth rate over time, or using growth rate each time steps, will affect on how to analyse empirical data and under what conditions predictions can be made.
Increased fluctuations in a vital rate is generally expected to reduce long-run growth rate in a population, since we thereby expect a larger variation in population growth rate which implies reduced long-run growth rate (May 1973; Tuljapurkar and Orzack 1980) . Note that this is under the assumption that the transformation from variation in vital rate to growth rate does not skew the distribution towards high rates. However, there are differences between life histories in their sensitivity to variation in specific vital rates (Caswell et al. 1999; Jonsson and Ebenman 2001; Lande 1988) . Pattern of environmental noise is also critical for the resulting population dynamics (Halley and Kunin 1999; Petchey et al. 1997; Ripa and Lundberg 1996) . White noise has been the statistically simplest and is the theoretically preferred form to model environmental fluctuations. It is defined as a constant variance per unit frequency-in analogy with white light that contains all wavelengths with equal intensity. Frequency is here to be interpreted as the frequency of perturbations (Haefner 1996; Pimm 1991) . In contrast to white noise, red noise causes a temporal correlation in the trait values it affects (so called autocorrelation). Many long-term studies of natural population dynamics show red noise (Lawton 1988; Pimm and Redfern 1988) . In addition to white or red noise, there might be a possibility of blue external noise (Constantino et al. 1995) from interspecific relations with species that express chaotic or unstable dynamics. In this study, we will thus span the environmental variation from blue to red noise and also test different levels of variance.
Theory has discussed under which circumstances agestructured populations can be condensed into non-structured populations and when analytical solutions are possible (Caswell 2001; Engen et al. 2007; Engen et al. 2005; Tuljapurkar 1989; Wennergren et al. 1995) . If population dynamics can be approximated with a scalar non-structured model, estimations of long-run growth rates can simply be calculated in terms of consecutive measures of densities. Note that, this is under the assumptions that the population is at actual stable age structure or close enough to cause only minor error. A stable stage structure will appear if the environment is constant. Under a slowly changing environment, a stage structure with only minor deviations from actual stable age structure can be formed. Since environmental fluctuations characterised as red noise correspond to a slow-changing environment, we may expect that populations under this type of fluctuation regime will closely track actual stable age structure. This expected phenomenon can be related to the classical study of Roughgarden (1979) which showed that a nonstructured population may track carrying capacity in a red noise environment. Questions then arise-are there any specific life histories or noise patterns, or combinations of the two that are less sensitive to approximations? Would it be possible to replace a complicated age-structured approximation model with the non-structured scalar approximation? This is a complex nonlinear issue and it is still unclear if we always have to include both data on the pattern of environmental variation as well as on population structure when calculating population dynamics (Foley 1994) . Here, we classify life histories and species according to their sensitivity to approximations of growth rate given some environmental variation. We can rank the life histories and get guidance on when to choose the full age-structured matrix model, some age-structured approximations or the simple non-structured growth model.
Methods
Age-structured population model Our 'true' populations, to which we compared the approximations of long-run growth rate, were explicitly age-structured populations modelled by discrete time matrix computer simulations (Caswell 2001) . The structure of the populations were represented by a column vector, N(t), and the populations were projected forward through time by a transition matrix, A(t), that consisted of the age-and time-specific demographic rates (survival, growth, development and fecundity):
Our focus was on variation over time in demographic rates, regardless of its origin (density dependence, or oneway effects from abiotic factors, such as weather). Feedback, as in density dependence models, was not included, yet it might partly be represented in the pattern of variation that we tested. When feedback is included in population dynamics, a different kind of variation in population densities can appear. For example, negative feedback, as density dependence, can result in fluctuating population densities characterised as blue noise. In this study, blue noise was included, but extreme events in population densities, as those originating from catastrophes, was not included. Catastrophic variation can move population density swiftly away from a stable state, such as a population at its carrying capacity.
Four completely different synthetic life histories with reference to real species were constructed; URSUS, CALIDRIS, ECTOTHERM and INSECT. The choice to use constructed data was made for practical reasons. That is, it was more straightforward to compute relevant data than to find the kind of data needed. Qualitative analyses and results are all the same independent of whether the data is synthetic or real. Yet, we were inspired by data from literature to construct these life histories (Hildén 1978 , Shine and Schwarzkopf 1992 , Wennergren and Landin 1993 , Freedman et al. 2003 . As in the classical work of Lewontin (1965) , we used piecewise linear functions to represent the life histories. Fecundity and survivorship were thus divided into phases. One phase corresponded to a specific age interval. Within each phase, fecundity and survival increases or decreases (or are constant) linearly by age classes, hence has a constant rate (for aphids, Wennergren and Landin 1993; for colembola, Grégoire-Wibo 1983; and more generally, Lewontin 1965; Wennergren et al. 1995) . The specific age class rates are presented in Table 1 . Note that these are rates at the mean environmental condition. The URSUS life history mimicked a relatively long-lived species with high survival rates and a constant low fecundity. CALIDRIS had a shorter life length and lower survival rates, and also a relatively low fecundity which is constant with adult age. ECTOTHERM corresponded to a life history with shorter life length and much lower survival rates but higher fecundity compared to URSUS and CALIDRIS. Its fecundity had an asymptotic pattern with lower values for young adults increasing to a constant value for older adults. INSECT mimicked a short-lived organism with low survival rates and very high fecundities. Its fecundity had a triangular shape with an optimum age where fecundity peaked. This life history had age classes of weeks while the other three had years.
From the vital rates, we calculated three characteristics of the life histories: net reproductive rate, R 0 , (the mean number of offspring for one individual during life time), evenness of stable age class distribution, H, and generation time, G, as well as matrix calculation of the dominant eigenvalue, λ 1 (Table 1) .
We used discrete models; hence, rates were by time steps and note that a rate of one implies zero growth. To be consistent, we will refer to rates per time step as λ's. Also note that even though the long-run growth rate is one, this does not imply that the rate in a constant environment with vital rates held at mean environmental condition is one.
One may expect that such an average environment may generate a rate close to, but not exactly, one (Caswell 2001) . The life histories could potentially be ranked by their reproductive rate R 0 that is the mean number of offspring produced by one individual during its life time calculated as:
where l i is the probability of survival to age i and f i the fecundity (number of produced offspring) at age i and x the number of age classes. Yet, the reproductive rate could not be a suitable candidate as a predictor in this case since there are only minor differences in net reproductive rate between life histories (Table 1) . Life histories could instead possibly be ranked by their stable age distribution, that is how even the population is distributed over its age classes, calculated by the Shannon diversity index, H s , (Magurran 2004 ) normalised with the number of age classes:
where the proportion of individuals in age class i is denoted p i . An index of one means that the population is completely evenly distributed over the age classes and a value decreasing towards zero means an increasingly uneven distribution. We estimated generation time, G, as the juvenile period (initial age classes with zero fecundity) plus half of the adult period (half of all age classes after the juvenile period). Since long-run population growth rates were adjusted to one (see below) we decided not to use the most common measures of generation time (Begon et al. 1990 ) since zero rates, logλ, implies zero in the denominator. Our choice of estimation of generation time relates to the estimation by Charlesworth (1994) . It is a measure easily assessed by common knowledge of a species or by simple field studies. The estimates of H s and G (Table 1) show that these constructed life histories of URSUS, CALIDRIS, ECTOTHERM and INSECT span over uneven to even stable age structure and short to long generation time. Variability was incorporated into the vital rates as a modified 1/f γ -noise (Halley 1996; Halley and Kunin 1999; Mandelbrot and Wallis 1969) . It was considered as environmental stochasticity, or noise, although the variation appeared in the vital rates. The 1/f γ -noise has previously been measured for a variety of empirical ecological data and produces a fairly good model of environmental noise (Lindström et al. 2012; Vasseur and Yodzis 2004) . To model 1/f γ -noise, we applied a method commonly used in electrical engineering and signal theory (Oppenheim and Schafer 1989) . In short, different colours of noise were generated by transformations of white noise using a one-dimensional digital filter, also termed as fractional differencing (see Appendix). The exponent of the frequency was constrained to integer values in the range -2 ≤ γ/2 ≤ 2. The environmental noise thereby spanned from high frequency/blue noise/high negative autocorrelation to low frequency/red noise/high positive autocorrelation. The method allowed mean and variance in fluctuations to be preserved as of the original white noise. Thus, we could perform comparison between times series with different noise colour controlling for mean and variance. The demographic rates shown in Table 1 were under mean environmental conditions. Given a long enough time series of total population densities, N tot (t), a growth rate per time unit denoted the long-run growth, rate can be calculated (Heyde and Cohen 1985) :
where T is the length of the time series. The realised long-run growth rate of the four synthetic life histories in this study were calculated using simulations of the matrix age class model (Eq. 1) to determine N tot (T). Since we used discrete time steps and matrix models we used eigenvalues, and hence to be consistent, we refer to rates for a single time step, i.e. λ s as the long-run growth rate. This rate is thereby one when there is zero arithmetic growth rate. The simulations were made for different scenarios of noise pattern and each simulation ran for 1000 time steps, hence T = 1000. Noise was either targeted on juvenile survival, adult survival or fecundity. Five noise colours were tested: highly reddened (γ = 4), reddened (γ = 2), white (γ = 0), blue (γ = − 2) and deep blue (γ = − 4). Three levels of noise magnitude were examined with a coefficient of variation (CV) in the noise time series of 0.1, 0.2 or 0.3, leading to a total of 45 different noise pattern scenarios for each life history (see Appendix for specific details). Initial density was set to 10 10 to assure that populations would not crash, due to high variances in growth rates, during the 1000 time steps. The simulations started at stable age structure of the mean environmental condition to avoid significant initial transient dynamics. To simplify comparison of the error, Eq. 10, when approximating the rate for the different life histories and patterns of noise, we ensured that for each scenario, the long-run growth rate equalled to one. That is, we standardised the realised long-run growth rates to one between scenarios such that the effect of unequal long-run growth rate was eliminated. We decided to do this since this study focuses on the effects of noise colour and life histories, not on differences in long-run growth rate between life histories. From the seminal works of Roughgarden (1979) and May (1974) , we know that growth rate and noise colour interfere a lot. Hence, our aim was to assure equal rates between scenarios and life histories. Say that the long-run growth rate for a scenario is larger than one then a slight reduction in survival rate may adjust the long-run rate to one. We applied the adjustment of survival only to the first age class so as to not interfere too much with the evenness in the age class distribution. We used the Matlab function fzero to numerically estimate the adjustment in survival rate (see also Appendix). This evidently gave a minor difference in survival rate between scenarios. Detectable adjustments appeared when a scenario generated large variation in growth rates (May 1973) which is generally expected to happen when juvenile survivorship or reproduction at early age is affected (Lewontin 1965) . For all life histories, the adjustment was in the order of 10 −2 or less. We did not find any qualitative differences in the analysis of approximations when running the setup with or without adjusted survival. Each simulation set-up of the different scenarios and life histories was replicated 10 times, using different environmental time series, generating a total of 1800 values on 'true' long-run growth rate, a total of 7200 datapoints. This set of simulations runs showed significant differences among the approximations in the statistical analyses, ANOVA and regression tree analysis, thus indicated a sufficient set of runs.
Details on the approximations of long-run growth rate
The realised long-run growth rates were compared with simulations using four approximations of population growth. The first approximation used scalar growth rate which implies that the growth rate at time t only depended on population density and the environmental condition at time t. This means that age classes were not included and it also refers to the theory of growth under stable constant conditions. If conditions are constant, it can be shown that the growth of a population with overlapping generations and age classes can be described by the dominant eigenvalue, λ 1 , of the transition matrix A, that is the Perron-Frobenius theorem (see Caswell 2001 for an overview) such as in Eq. 1. By assuming that the population structure could be approximated to the actual stable age structure at each time step, population density at time T was approximated by a multiplication of a time series of eigenvalues:
Stable age structure refers to actual stable age structure related to λ 1 (t). We denote this approximation as scalar growth since it involves scalar multiplication instead of matrix multiplication. Note that for each time step, the matrix of that time step was used when calculating the eigenvalue. For each environmental condition, i.e. set-up of vital rates (see Appendix for specific details), the growth rate was calculated as the eigenvalue and later used in the simulation, here, estimated by calculating the eigenvalues. In an applied setting, one can use changes in population density along a gradient that affect vital rates to calculate the growth rates. We calculated the growth rate by using the long-run growth rate equation (Eq. 4), yet on the final population density of the scalar growth.
In this case, the long-run growth rate equals the mean of lnλ i (t). The second approximation of the long-run growth rate is also a scalar approximation, yet only use one eigenvalue which is the dominant eigenvalue of the mean matrix. The mean matrix, A, contains the mean values a ij of the ij vital rates over the time period T. lnλ approx2 ; where λ approx2 is the dominant eigenvalue of the mean matrixA ð7Þ Both these approximations are scalar and do not explicitly use the age structure to calculate the growth rate. Indirectly they do, yet with some assumptions: the first assumes that actual age structure is close the stable age structure yet specific for each time step while the second assume that the age structure is constant, or irrelevant, and therefore equals that of the mean matrix. We termed the first approximation 'scalar' and the second 'mean matrix'.
However, changes in the vital rates may also influence the structure of the population. In addition, the pattern of environmental variability (noise) can have significant effect on population dynamics. Stable age distributions may therefore not always be maintained. Population growth rate is thus determined both by the current environmental situation and the age structure. Age structure is, in turn, a product of past events and may not reach the stable stage structure set by the parameters at the specific time, i.e. the age structure is perturbed away from the predestined stable structure. In the scalar approximation, this was handled by assuming that the perturbation from stable age structure given the vital rates at that time was negligible. While for the mean matrix model, Tuljapurkar (1982) developed an approximation of the longrun growth rate, yet acknowledging the effect of age structure, that he termed a (also termed the dominant Lyapunov exponent (Ebenman et al. 1996; Ferriere and Gatto 1995; Metz et al. 1992 ). This approximation is decomposed into the contribution of (i) the mean matrix as in approximation 2, (ii) one-period fluctuations due to variances and covariances in the vital rates, τ, and (iii) two-period temporal correlations in vital rates, θ.
The third approximation is hence denoted 'small noise', ln λ approx3 , and includes (i) and (ii). Thus, this approximation consider the internal fluctuations, variance and covariance, in and between vital rates respectively, due to non-stable age structure dynamics. We denote the fourth approximation 'small noise temporal', ln λ approx4 , and it included all three components (i)-(iii), and also temporal autocorrelation in vital rates due to environmental noise, which is represented by the extra term in Eq. 9. These two approximations are estimated while assuming small noise, which is a minor variance in growth rates as a result of linearization. For a detailed description, see Tuljapurkar (1982) and Caswell (2001) .
The scalar approximation, ln λ approx1 , is a measure made by consecutive approximations while the other three, ln λ approx2 , ln λ approx3 and ln λ approx4 , are made as a single approximation valid through the whole time period T.
Output data
To facilitate the interpretation of our results, the rates will be presented and analysed as λ values. A rate of 1.08 is then a growth of 8% during a time step while 1.00 is non-growth. Our life histories are adjusted, using juvenile survivorship, to each set-up such that the expected long-run growth rate is one. Hence, the matrix model (Eq. 1) results in λ s = 1, and we can easily deduce the error directly from estimates of long-run growth rates.
We can therefore use the increase or decrease, in the approximations compared to the expected long-run growth rate, as a denotation of the error of the approximation. A value above one indicates an overestimation and below one an underestimation. Doak et al. (2005) used bias as a term for the discrepancy from expected value. Our life history adjustment makes it possible to compare different scenarios quantitatively.
To define which approximations of population growth that are good enough, or deficient, is not a trivial task. We therefore compared approximations results with the definitions of endangered and vulnerable populations according to IUCN. Note that, the expected long-run growth rate is one and hence, the populations are expected to be variable yet around initial conditions. A severe error was defined as when an approximation of growth rate generated a population size after three generation times that had a reduction or increase of 50%. At 50% difference or more, the approximations would wrongly define a stable population as endangered according to IUCN.
A 30% discrepancy was defined as a major error. A reduced population density of 30% is considered to be a vulnerable population according to IUCN. We further defined a substantial error as a prediction that reduces, or increases, the population size by 15% or more, which is halfway to the reduction for a vulnerable population. Hence, to more literally illustrate the resulting precision, or error of the approximations, we converted the approximated long-run growth rate values into three generation time approximations (η):
Represented as a percentage error, δ, this can be calculated as.
Generation time, G, was approximated as the juvenile period plus half of the adult period (Charlesworth 1994 ), see further explanation in the BMethods^section BAge-structured population model^above. Furthermore, our environmental variation spans from small variation to substantial. The error of the approximation, δ, will therefore span from close to zero to severe.
We used ANOVA (Statistica version 5.5) to disentangle relative impact on approximation error of the different factors (the explanatory variables): the type of life history, on which vital rate environmental noise is targeted, noise colour and magnitude of noise. Impact were analysed by the percentage of the total sum of mean squares, the same technique as in for example Doak (1989) or Kallimanis et al. (2002) . We also performed a regression tree analysis to further explore the influence of the explanatory factors (Death and Fabricus 2000) . The analysis was made by the default setting in STATISTICA Dataminer 7.1, as a general classification/ regression tree models, with a 10-fold cross validation.
Results
The approximations of long-run growth rate are in general doing well since 81% of the 7200 values had a discrepancy less than 15% in three generations compared with the population size of the 'true' age structured populations ( Fig. 1 and Table 2 ). Yet, some approximations turn out to be severe and even completely erroneous, especially for the three approximations using a mean matrix, i.e. λ approx2, λ approx3 and λ approx4. The most extreme approximation predicted that the population would increase 50 times its initial density within three generations, while it should neither grow nor decrease. Thus, the results indicate that in most cases, any approximation is safe, yet we need to disentangle when it can be severely erroneous.
From Table 2 , we can see a clear difference in the precision of approximations between life histories. For the life history URSUS, only 1% of the populations show substantial errors while ECTOTHERM show substantial errors or worse in 55% of the populations.
The sum of squares in the ANOVA indicates that 26% of the errors in the approximations of long-run growth rate are explained by different life history characters and 16% by the noise target on the vital rates (Fig. 2) . Interactions between explanatory factors have considerable effects and explain 41% of the variation.
The regression tree analysis reveals more details on how long-run growth rate approximations depend on the explanatory variables (Fig. 3) . The first split turned out to be life history as expected from the sum of squares in the ANOVA. The ECTOTHERM life history is placed in one group with higher mean of approximation error, δ = 30%, and the other three life histories in the other group with lower mean error, δ = 1%. Hence, the long-run growth rate of the ECTOTHERM life history is the most difficult to approximate and long-run growth rate is often overestimated when erroneous. The ECTOTHERM life history is further split by the type of approximation. The scalar approximation, λ approx1 , is found in one group performing better, δ = − 28%, then the other approximations, δ = 50%. The last split occurs for noise target. Adult survivorship shows a low error, fecundity some and juvenile survival the largest with δ = 210% with a variance of 129.
Regardless of the approximation method, approximation error in long-run growth rate decreases with a more even distribution over age classes (Fig. 4a) . The scalar method, λ approx1 , underestimates while the other three, λ approx2, λ approx3 and λ approx4 , overestimate long-run growth rate. Variability in juvenile survivorship leads to the most profound errors (Fig. 4b) . The approximations depend differently on noise colour (Fig.  4c) . The scalar approximation has a more profound error in blue to white noise than in red noise while the other three approximations show the opposite pattern by being less accurate in red noise than in blue to white noise (Fig. 4c) . The most complex approximation, λ approx4 , is slightly more accurate than λ approx2 and λ approx3 . Hence, any comparison of long-rung growth rates between species and populations can be fairly complicated since the accuracy of approximations is a complex dependence on life history and noise colour.
In summary, the main results of this study are (i) errors can be substantial but in general they are insignificant, (ii) the type of life history has a significant effect on the accuracy of approximations, (iii) variability in juvenile survivorship leads to the largest approximation errors, (iv) there is a significant interaction between noise colour and type of approximation, (v) the scalar approximation differ in error pattern from the other three approximations and finally (vi) evenness in age Fig. 1 Accuracy of the different long-run growth rate approximations shown as the three generation approximation value (η). A value of one is equal to a perfect match, a larger value indicate an approximated increase and a lower value a decrease in population growth. Black boxes hold 75% of the values and the vertical lines 95% Table 2 Percentage error in population density after three generations (δ). Error classes according to IUCN. Number, #, and proportion, %, of populations are noted for each class. Per life history in total we considered 1800 populations, on each performing the 4 approximations, summing up to 7200 approximated populations CALIDRIS  1704  95  54  3  41  2  1  0  0  0   INSECT  1531  85  167  9  74  4  17  1  11  1  ECTOTHERM  788  45  278  15  169  9  313  17  252  14   Scalar  1436  80  167  9  62  3  135  8  0  0  Mean matrix  1444  80  60  3  112  6  49  3  135  8   Small noise  1441  80  172  10  75  4  35  2  77  4   Small noise temporal  1490  83  112  6  35  2  112  6  51  3  All  5811  81  511  7  284  4  331  4  263 structure correlates with error and hence is a possible predictor for sensitivity to approximations. The most error-susceptible life history was ECTOTHERM, with its short life length, low survival rates and high fecundity.
Discussion
Testing four approximations of long-run growth rate bring some good news. In most of the examined cases all approximations estimate the long-run growth rate sufficiently well. This is also to some degree supported in a study by Fieberg and Ellner (2001) where they reviewed how well stochastic matrix models could predict fabricated empirical data. Their study showed that a version of Tuljarpurkar's small noise approximation (Tuljapurkar 1982 ) was a good predictor. A further encouraging result is the potential to use characteristics of life histories to determine what, and if, approximations can be applied. Evenness in stable age structure show correlation with degree of approximation errors. Life histories with more uneven distribution of individuals among age classes produced higher errors in all approximations. In those cases, it will be crucial to use a full age structured model instead. Although this is not a complete study of all possible life histories, the pattern is clear. Evenness in age structure seems to be promising for evaluation of when there is a need of a full structured model. Age structure can be collected directly from field data. Furthermore, we expect that the estimates can be made on 'mean' demographic data, as in our study, which reduce the empirical burden compared to a full set of time-dependent demographic rate. Fig. 2 The proportion of the total sum of squares (ANOVA) of explanatory factors of long-run growth rate approximation errors. The left pie chart shows the importance of individual factors except the 41% that is the total explanation fraction of different combinations of explanatory factors. The right pie chart shows the importance of combined explanatory factors However, our results also clearly show that there are certain characteristics in interactions between type of life history and noise where inaccuracy can be substantial. For example, in the life history ECTOTHERM 31% of all the tested populations and approximations showed severe errors with large discrepancies in predicted long-run growth rates compared to the 'true' values. Erroneous predictions in such magnitudes may lead to highly inaccurate management interventions due to overlooked needs, which in turn might lead to unnecessary costs or unwanted population extinction or explosion. Doak et al. (2005) focused on how to sample and use empirical demographic data to make valid predictions. They used small noise approximations to estimate the number of samples needed in a study. They could show that this approximation overestimate the rates if one include moderate to large stochasticity in the vital rates although they did not test for different noise patterns.
A comparison between the non-structured, scalar approximations versus the other three, structured approximations reveals quite large differences in behaviours. The non-structured scalar approximation led, in general, to underestimations of long-run growth rate while the other approximations led to overestimations. A closer look demonstrates that these behaviours are strongly associated with the colour of environmental noise. The scalar approximation works very well with a reddened noise (high degree of temporal positive autocorrelation) but underestimates with blue or white noise, while the other three approximations, that are based on age-structured data as means over the time series, show the opposite, with higher errors in red noise than in white or blue noise. In line with these results are the comparisons of scalar and matrix models for predictions of population decline made by Dunham et al. (2006) . They showed that the scalar model overestimates the risk of decline in a white stochastic environment. An explanation for the behaviour of the scalar approximation probably lies in the fact that the scalar approximation has an implicit assumption of stable age structure through time, and with red noise the autocorrelation is high enough to enable the age structure to convert to stable structures (Roughgarden 1979) . In white and blue noise, on the other hand, the scalar approximation will overestimate the variation in growth rates since the scalar approximation includes too much variation in the growth rate due to the assumption of stable stage structure, which is not met in these cases. The mean matrix approximation likewise implicitly assumes a stable age structure, but also no explicit variability in vital rates through time. The approximation will therefore disregard decreased growth due to variance in the growth rates (Tuljapurkar and Orzack 1980) which leads to overestimation of long-run growth rates. The two small noise approximations have the greatest errors in long-run growth rate with red noise. These approximations may then overestimate the long-run growth rate since they do not have the capability to capture long-term variation in vital rates or age structure. In Eveness in age structure a Fig. 4 Median error in approximations λ approx in relation to a evenness in age structure, b which vital rate that is effected by environmental variability and c the colour of noise of environmental variability accordance, studies on extinction risk show that red noise increases the risk compared to white noise in single populations models (Heino et al. 2000; Lögdberg and Wennergren 2012) , due to long-term reduction in population density. Thus, using small noise approximations may be potentially and severely inaccurate in viability analysis. Note also that, adding a temporal correction term as in λ approx4 reduce the error only in negatively autocorrelated noise that is blue noise, which is regarded as uncommon in nature.
We have shown that the accuracy of an approximation is highly dependent on the life history of the species. Some interactions between type of life history and noise can lead to substantial inaccuracy. Variability in juvenile survivorship led to the highest approximation errors, which is in line with Lewontin's work (Lewontin 1965 ) on fitness. Different effects of variation on altered vital rates on long-term population dynamics have also been shown earlier (Engen et al. 2007; Jonsson and Ebenman 2001) . A conclusion we draw, in agreement with Fieberg and Ellner (2000) , is that it might be more fruitful for general research to investigate interactions between population dynamics and environmental variation rather than putting all effort on population viability analysis on single populations one at a time (see also, Ludwig 1999). Our result is somewhat promising since red noise is common in empirical data (Ariño and Pimm 1995; Halley 1996; Miramontes and Rohani 1998; Petchey 2000; Steele 1985; Sugihara 1995) . For field studies, our study indicates that it may be sufficient with a time series of population densities to approximate the longrun growth rate since that is analogous to the scalar approach. Yet, to address this question properly, one has to analyse the rates given by change in densities instead of by the approximations in our study.
Extreme events, often termed catastrophes, are not included in this study. Such large disturbances may have more impact on the age structure and are, by definition, not applicable for small noise approximations. This is most obvious when the catastrophic event is acting unevenly on vital rates. Hence, the four approximations in this study are most probably not useful when catastrophic events are present and age structured modelling is most probably a necessity. Still, the results could be useful for moderate 'catastrophes'. But to verify this, and define the limits of moderate, one needs to generate a specific set of simulations. Also note that density dependence may generate patterns more close to catastrophic events since populations may be at equilibrium over longer periods of time with only few events of disturbances that alter the density. When it comes to several species and interactions, this may become even more complex since some species in the same food web may track the environmental variation while others are almost constant over time (Gudmundson et al. 2015) .
We avoid singularity by c 1 =0.9 for all spectra, i.e. avoiding that the denominator becomes zero and hence avoiding a solution to the difference Eq. (13) that grows exponentially. This will slightly bend the curve at very low frequencies, (f <10 -3 ). Hence the noise is an unstationary 1/f γ −noise except at very low frequencies. On the other hand the noise is stationary such that there is a specific mean when the noise is analysed for a long enough time period.
To generate the 1/f γ −noise vector yt, with γ = 4, the matlab code with input vector simply is: yt ¼ filter l; conv 1−0:9 ½ ; 1−0:9 ½ ð Þ ; xt ð Þ :
The time series y(t) (see Eq. 13), with the same mean and variance as the input signal/vector x(t), is incorporated into the demography as:
Here m ij is the mean value of the matrix element of the specific life history (Table 1) 
The number of truncated demographic values in our simulations are very few since CV is low. At most it can be up to 30% of the runs of a simulation setup that are close to, or cross, the truncation boundary. It occurs at high CV and for those life histories that have a mean demographic value close to the boundary, for example high or low survival rate. This implies that variation could affect the life histories differently. On the other hand our analysis show that CV has low impact on error of approximation. Hence we argue that since increased CV implies increased number of truncations the low impact of CV implies no severe effects of truncations on our conclusions.
There is a risk that the normal distribution of the original white noise will be changed when transformed to red noise and confound with the effect of noise colour (Fowler and Ruokolainen 2013) . This is an inherent problem yet when tested in Gudmundson et al. (2015) , supplementary material), by reshaping the normal distribution in white according to that of red noise one could not find any confounding effects of the altered distribution.
Adjustment of long-run growth rate
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